
Le Pan tablet runs Netflix app , Le Pan

  

  

  

Watch your Netflix movies, TV shows on Le Pan Tablet

  

  

  

Los Angeles, Aug. 30th. We are thrilled to announce that Le Pan tablet is among many Android
OS operated handsets, tablets that can run Netflix to watch the movies, TV show you loved.

  

  

Some early adopters of Android OS devices have complained that their handsets, or tablets
cannot watch movies, TV shows through Netflix. This is some technical issues need solved not
solely by devices manufacturers. After months’ works by Netflix and Android OS developers,
Netflix has  begun to roll out a Netflix application for the
Android platform. And it’s a free app available for
download from Android Market. The Market download will initially be available only on select
phones that currently have the requisite playback support. 
Le Pan proud announces that
our tablet now can support and running Netflix application so you extend your enjoyment of
watching movies on our tablet.
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The Netflix realizes that “The Android platform is gaining rapid adoption in the mobile world and
presents a great opportunity to reach more of our members. Because the platform has evolved
so rapidly, there are some significant challenges associated with developing a streaming video
application for this ecosystem. ” Le Pan recognizes the importance of
to get the device to meet the demands of our tablet users. Through our engineers’ tireless hard
works, we upgrade our system and
make Le Pan to be one of top line Android OS devices that can support playback of Netflix
programs.

  

  

Go grab a Le Pan, watch your movies, TV shows wherever you are, at your living rooms, bed
rooms. You can bring your favorate movies with you when you are away, at your favorate coffee
shops, at airports, on the planes and in the hotel rooms where there is a WI FI connection.
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